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Abstrak
Pengenalan wajah dapat diterapkan pada banyak aplikasi potensial, seperti otentikasi
identitas, information security, surveillance dan interaksi manusia komputer.
Penelitian ini bertujuan membangun perangkat lunak berbasis Matlab untuk deteksi
dan pengenalan wajah dengan masukan berupa citra. Sistem yang akan dibangun
meliputi deteksi dan pengenalan wajah. Subsistem Deteksi Wajah memakai Principle
Component Analysis (PCA) sebagai ekstraksi fitur dan Jaringan Syaraf Tiruan
Perambatan Balik sebagai pengklasifikasinya. Pada Subsistem Pengenalan Wajah
memakai metode Support Vector Machine salah satu algoritma kecerdasan buatan
yang mampu mengklasifikasikan banyak wajah dengan baik. Metode Multiple
Discriminant Analysis with Fukunaga Koontz Transform (MDA/FKT) dipakai sebagai
ekstraksi fitur. Pelatihan dan pengujian sistem memakai basis data penelitian, dan
basis data standar yaitu basis data ORL sebagai pembanding. Rancang bangun
Aplikasi Deteksi dan Pengenalan Wajah telah berhasil diselesaikan pada penelitian ini.
Subsistem Deteksi Wajah menghasilkan tingkat keakuratan pendeteksian wajah
sebesar 99 %. Pada Subsistem Pengenalan Wajah, tingkat pengenalan basis data
penelitian (UNUD) 82,76 %, sedangkan tingkat pengenalan pada basis data ORL
97,5%.
Kata kunci: Deteksi Wajah, Pengenalan Wajah, Support Vector Machine, Multiple
Discriminant Analysis with Fukunaga Koontz Transform.
Abstract
Face recognition can be applied to many potential applications, such as identity
authentication, information security, surveillance and human computer interaction.
This research aims to build a Matlab-based software for face detection and
recognition application using an image input form. The system consist of face
detection and recognition subsystem. Face detection subsystem using PCA as feature
extraction and Back Propagation Neural Network as its classifier. In face recognition
subsystem using Support Vector Machine as known as one of the good methods in the
artificial intelligence algorithm that is able to classify many faces well. Multiple
Discriminant Analysis Method with Fukunaga Koontz Transforms (MDA / FKT) is
used as feature extraction. Training and Testing database systems using research
(UNUD) database, and ORL database as a comparison. Face detection and
recognition application has been successfully completed in this research, face
detection subsystem produces face detection accuracy rate of 97.95 %, and for face
recognition subsystem, the recognition rate is 82.76 % on research (UNUD) database,
while the recognition rate on ORL database is 97.5 %.
Key words: Face Detection, Face Recognition, Support Vector Machine, Multiple
Discriminant Analysis with Fukunaga Koontz Transform.
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INTRODUCTION
Image segmentation as one of the methods in
digital image processing intends to generate an
abstraction of the input in a digital image. Face
detection is trying to identify the features of
faces to detect the faces based on discriminant
features. Face detection is used to find the
location of the face in an image. The face
detection process’s result is very important for
identification or face recognition process. The
output of face detection focused on someone's
face with eyes, nose, chin, lips, etc. these are
known as features of face. In which each
individu had different or unique features of
face. Face detection process can also eliminated
hair variation for each individu. There are
several methods for classification of data.
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and
Principle Component Analysis (PCA) most
commontly used to reduced dimension and data
classification. These technique can be used for
feature extractor or face detection [1]. Many
authors tried to combined two or more
technique to produced a better result, one of
those was PCA and ANN (Artificial Neural
Network). The fusion of PCA and ANN can
answered the limitation of the existing
algorithms [2].
Face recognition consists of two processes,
there were feature extraction and classification
process. Feature extraction will generated the
essential features of every image or data. Once
it generated, these features will be used for the
classification process. This paper used Multiple
Discriminant Analysis with Fukunaga Koontz
Transform (MDA/FKT), becaused
this
technique can still working even the worst case
occurs when the classes had the same mean [3].
The classification process used Support Vector
Machine (SVM). SVM used a function or
hyper plane to separate two classes of patterns.
SVM will try to find the optimal hyper plane
pattern where two classes can be seperated
maximally. SVM is a binary classifier, but
SVM can also be used for many problems of
class or multi-class problem. Face recognition
is multi-class problem [4]. The SVM classifier
has good robustness and regularization [5].
SVM has high generalization capabilities in
several applications, including the application
of face recognition. Face recognition using
SVM no pre-processing image required to
enhance the recognition accuracy [6].

This research tried to combined those
methods to make a robust face detection and
recognition application. We used PCA and
ANN for face detection subsytem and
MDA/FKT and SVM classifier for face
recognition subsystem.

FUKUNAGA KOONTZ TRANSFROM
Given the data matrices A1 and A2 from two
classes, the autocorelation matrices are
S1=A1A1T and S2 = A2A2T which are positive
semidefinite and symmmetric, then the sum of
the matrices is also positive semidefinite dan
symmetric, and can be factorized in the form as
seen in Equation (1).
 D 0 U T 
S  S1  S 2  [U ,U  ]
 T 
 0 0 U  

(1)

S maybe singular and r = rank (S) < D, thus
D=diag{λ1,. . . . ,λr} where λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λr > 0.
The set of eigenvector U   Dxr corresponds
with non zero eigenvalue and U    Dx  Dr 
is the orthogonal complement of U.
The Fukunaga Koontz Transform devided
whole data into four subspaces (Figure 1). In
Linear Discriminant Analysis S1 and S2
repalced with the scatter matrix Sb and Sw.
Since Sb, Sw, and St are positive semidifinite and
symmetric, where St=Sb+Sw , the Fukunaga
Koontz Transform can be applied [7]. Sb is
between class scatter matrix and Sw is within
class scatter matrix, St is total scatter matrix.

Figure 1. The whole data is decomposed into
four subspaces [3].

MULTIPLE DISCRIMINANT
ANALYSIS WITH FUKUNAGA
KOONTZ TRANSFORM (MDA/FKT)
In Linear Discriminant Analysis its can happen
the worst case, when all the classes have the
same mean, so that Sb = 0, then all methods
based on Linear Discriminant Analysis will
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fail. Subspace 1 and 2 do not exist, only the
subspace 3 and 4, wich are less descriminative.
To handles this problem, the multiclass
casts as a binary classification problem using a
formulation Δ = ai – aj and defines the intraclass
ΩI = {( ai – aj)│L(ai) = L(aj)} and the space
extraclass ΩE = {( ai – aj)│L(ai) ≠ L(aj)}, where
L(ai) is the class label ai.
Multiple Discriminant Analysis with
Fukunaga Koontz Transform has several
unique features, this methods can be provide
more then C-1 discriminant eigenvector,
because usually rank  I and  E is higher than
C-1.

SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE
SVM method was first developed by Vapnik,
and becoming more popular because SVM has
attractive features and promising empirical
performance. SVM work on the principle of
Structural Risk Minimization (SRM) which is
the opposite of the principle of Empirical Risk
Minimization (ERM). SRM minimizes an
upper limit on the Vapnik-Chervonenkis
dimension (VC dimension) or generalization
error, while ERM minimizes the error of the
training data. SVM can dealing with linear
separable and non linear separable data [8].

SYSTEM DESIGN
System design is shown in Figure 2. The input
of the system is a face image catched by a web
camera. The system will process the input to
produce the final output, which is the identity
of the face’s owner.
Face detection and face recognition
subsystem is shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
It can be broadly divided into 3 main processes,
which are preprocessing, feature extraction and
classification. Each face database used in this
research divided into two portions, one portion
is used for the training process and the rest is
used for the testing process.
Preprocessing is the process of collecting
data and data normalization.The face data must
be in the gray scale image form, if the face
image still in the color form, it needs the
process to changes the image into a gray scale
image.

webcam

Feature extraction
(using Principle
Component Analysis)
training
Face and non
face database

Face Detection
(using Artificial
Neural Network)

updating
Face Detection Subsystem

training
Face
Database
updating
Face Recognition Subsystem

Feature extraction
(using Multiple
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with Fukunaga Koontz
Transforms)
Face Recognition
(using Support Vector
Machine)

Face’s identity

Figure 2. Face Detection and Recognition
System Design.
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Figure 3. Face Detection Subsystem.
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Figure 4. Face Recognition Subsystem.
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Preprocessing is the process of collecting
data and data normalization.The face data must
be in the gray scale image form, if the face
image still in the color form, it needs the
process to changes the image into a gray scale
image. Normalization is used to reduce the size
of the face image and get ideal enough to be
used as input data by cropping the image to
obtain ideal form to be used as input data [9].
Ideally the face image is composed of the eyes,
nose and mouth as well as background and hair
that most have been removed, in addition to
reducing the size of the image. In the
implementation process or when the program is
executed, sometimes that’s need to resize the
input image into a half or a quarter of the real
size of the input image. A big size of input face
can makes the resulting vector large, and it
also requires a large memory capacity.
Feature
extraction
using
Multiple
Discriminant Analysis with Fukunaga Koontz
Transform. Features of an object in the same
category has similar value.
This phase aims to obtain a set of feature
vectors will be used for the classification phase.
The image from preprocessing is an input for
feature extraction process. At the initial stage
of the feature extraction process, a data input n
x m dimensions will be transformed onto face
vector with (n x m) x 1 dimensions or a
column vector. The results of the feature
extraction process is a vector of features with
smaller dimensions (called as dimensions
projection). For Multiple Discriminant Analysis
with Fukunaga Koontz Transform, the
maximum dimensions projection of its vector
is (rank (Ht)) x1, whereas for Linear
Discriminant
Analysis
the
maximum
dimensions projection is (C-1) x 1 (C is number
of classes in a database ) [3].
Classification process is performed after the
feature extraction. special features that
produced such a vector called faeture vector
with small dimensions. In the face recognition
phase, SVM classification process is divided
into two stages, wich are training and testing
process. To seek support vector of input data in
each training process used a quadratic
programming [10].

recognition subsystem. There are 3 face
databases that will be used in this research, i.e.,
first, CBCL database (Center for Biological and
Computational Learning). This database is
used on the face detection subsystem training
process (used to obtain PCA projection vectors
and Back Propagation Neural Network who
have completed the training process), with
details of 2429 face images and 4548 non-face
image with 19x19 dimensions. Second, the
face database ORL (Olivetti Research
Laboratory) Consists of 40 people, each people
having 10 face images with 112 x 92
dimensions. This database is used in face
detection subsystem (testing process) and face
recognition subsystem (training and testing
process). Third, research database (UNUD
database), consists of 60 people, each people
having 10 face images with of 480 x 640
dimensions. This database is used in face
detection subsystem (testing process) and face
recognition subsystem (process training and
testing).

Face Detection Sub System Training
Process
In the Training Process of face detection
subsystem with the CBCL database contains of
2429 face images and 4548 non face images
with 19x19 dimensions. The searching process
is using a 19x19 dimensions histogram
equalization. To reduce dimensions further, this
research is using PCA (Principle Component
Analysis), the PCA changed the dimensions
from 361 (19x19) to 40 major components.
Face/non-face database used in this research
will produced projection vectors with 40 main
components. Overall the process is using 2429
face vectors and 4548 non face vectors. Thus
will generated initial vectors of 6977x361
dimensions, and projection vector PCA with
361x40 deminsions. The next process is doing
the classification into face and non-face class
using Back Propagation Neural Network with 4
layers: input layer (40 neurons), the first hidden
layer (20 neurons), the second hidden layer (10
neurons) and output layer (1 neuron).

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Face Detection Sub System Testing
Process

Face Database on this research is used to
testing the face detection subsystem and face

Face Detection Subsystem testing process using
ORL database and UNUD database. Face
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ORL and UNUD
database
Face
NonFace

Sam
ple

ORL
400
UNUD
600
Subtotal
1000
ORL
400
UNUD
600
Subtotal
1000
TOTAL

Number of
False
True
Detect Detect
ion
ion
0
400
10
590
10
990
8
392
23
577
31
969
1959

(%)
99
96.9
97.95

Training and Testing Results Face
Recognition Subsystem for Database
ORL
Figure 5 shows a graph of the recognition
accuracy rate for each variety of testing
methods on the ORL Database with
MDA/FKT. It describes in the overall trial
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Figure 5. Recognition accuracy rate for each
test variation on the ORL Database
with MDA/FKT.

Training and Testing Results Face
Recognition Subsystem for Database
UNUD
Figure 6 shows the recognition accuracy rate
graphs for each test variation on the method
research database with MDA/FKT. It indicates
clearly that when the number of training
samples per class and the projection
dimensions increase, it will raise the percentage
of recognition results.
Figure 7 shows
example for false and true detection.
Recognition Accuracy Rate

Table 1. Face Detection Subsystem Testing
Result.

results on ORL database, when the number of
training samples per class and the number of
projection dimension increase, it will raise the
percentage of successed recognition.

Recognition Accuracy Rate

image is converted to gray scale format. The
downscale process is using the Haar Wavelet
Transform (Haar Transform) which have 80x60
dimensions.
This method also used to
eliminating high frequency noise from the
image. Gaussian filter is used to smoothing the
image. The searching process is using a 19x19
dimensions histogram equalization. The PCA
projection vectors that produced in training
process with 361x40 dimensions use to
projected the face image of 19 x 19 dimensions.
The next process is the classification into face
and non-face class using Back Propagation
Neural Network which has resulted in the
training process. The face detection subsystem
testing are shown in Table 1. Face detection
subsystem accuracy rate is 97.95%.
Accuracy rate is 99 % for face object, and
96.9 % for non-face object. We conclude that
our face detection subsystem accuracy rate is
97.95 %. The face and non-face ORL database
has better accuracy than UNUD database. The
reasons is ORL database has less variation than
UNUD database, such as light intensity,
background, angle of object. The UNUD
database has few limitations, such the object
taken with varying intensity, various
background, various angle of face. For the false
detection non-face object, it cause by feature of
intensity of the sub-image is close enough to
sample that we use for training face detection
subsystem.

100
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7 15 23 31 39 47
Projection Dimension

UJI
UNUD
2
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3
UJI
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4

Figure 6. Recognition accuracy rate for each
test variation on the Research
Database with MDA/FKT.

CONCLUSION
Maximum detection rate that can be achieved
with PCA method on the overall performance
of face detection subsystem is 97.95 %.
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Maximum recognition rate can be achieved by
MDA/FKT method is 97.5% for ORL database
(on the test: 9 and 29 projection dimension) and
82.76% for research database (on test: 9 and
53 projection dimension).
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